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STEEL WIRE FIRMS AGREE TO PAY FINES FOR CARTEL ACTIVITIES  

 

The Commission welcomes the decision of the Competition Tribunal (Tribunal) to confirm as orders the 

Commission’s settlement agreements with Hendok (Pty) Ltd (Hendok) and Wireforce Steelbar (Pty) Ltd 

(Wireforce) following charges of market allocation, collusive tendering and price fixing. 

 

Both Hendok and Wireforce admitted to fixing the prices of their wire and related products until 2008, 

which was the main focus of the cartel. 

 

Hendok and Wireforce have agreed to pay an administrative penalty of R5 001 364. 34 (five million one 

thousand three hundred and sixy four rand and thirty-four cents) and R4 319 951.22 (four million three 

hundred and nineteen thousand nine hundred and fifteen one rand and twenty-two cents), respectively 

for contravening the Competition Act.  

 

Around the year 2000, Hendok and Wireforce colluded with their competitors to fix the price of certain 

wire products that they produced. Between 2001 to 2008, the cartelists, including Hendok and Wireforce, 

had numerous interactions where they agreed to fix the price of wire and wire related products. They 

agreed on a common national price list and certain discounts could be deducted from the national price 

list for certain types of customers.  

 

The two companies have undertaken to assist the Commission’s prosecution of the remaining firms for 

their involvement in the cartel.  

 

Background  

 

In June 2018 the Competition Tribunal (Tribunal) confirmed a consent settlement agreement with wire 

and wire-rod manufacturer, Cape Gate, in which the company admitted to contravention of the 

Competition Act through its involvement in price fixing, dividing markets and collusive tendering. The 

company was fined R40m (Forty Million Rand). Cape Gate undertook to co-operate with the Commission 

in its prosecution of the remaining companies accused of collusive conduct.  

 

The matter stems from December 2003 when Barnes Fencing Industries (Pty) Ltd (Barnes) filed a 

complaint against certain firms including Wireforce and Hendok, alleging that these firms were engaging 

in collusive conduct. In July 2008, one of the cartel members applied for corporate leniency for its 

involvement in certain cartel activity.  

 

Following its investigation, in 2009 the Commission referred to the Tribunal a cartel case for prosecution 

against Cape Gate, Allens Meshco, Hendok, Wireforce Steelbar, Agriwire, Agriwire North, Agriwire 
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Upington, Cape Wire, Forest Wire, Independent Galvanising and Associated Wire Industries and 

Consolidated Wire Industries.  

 

The investigation revealed that the companies tendered collusively, in certain instances, from 2001 to 

2008 by co-ordinating their respective bids to supply cable armouring. The Commission also found that 

the companies allocated customers from 2006 to 2008 by agreeing not to target each other’s customers.  

 

The case has been prolonged by numerous legal challenges which have taken the parties through 

various courts, including the Supreme Court of Appeal.  

 

The case against the rest of the other accused companies continues at the Tribunal. 

 

[ENDS] 
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